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What’s the difference between caveman and modern

man?





Materials needed for a smart phone

• Nanostructured semiconductor devices for the processors

• Lithium ion batteries

• Transparent conductive oxides for the touchscreen

• Alloys for the casing

Materials enable technologies

• Stone age

• Bronze age

• Iron age

• Nowadays: many materials



The elements of the periodic table are the building blocks

of all materials: Chemical compound space



An astronomically large number of structures exists for a given stochiometry:

• Crystalline structures



Structure is the most fundamental property: Diamond and Graphite
Diamond_and_graphite.jpg (JPEG Image, 1206x11... http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f...



• Carbon Nanotubes



• Boron and boron-nitride Nanotubes



• Fullerenes



Is there a simple way to obtain the structure from the

composition?

• H2O :

O

H H
104.45

95.84pm

O

• C∞ : Graphite, Diamond



Significance of global minimum of the potential energy

surface

The potential energy surface, E(R1,R2, ...RN), gives the energy of a system of N atoms

with positions R1,R2, ...RN

The global minimum of the potential energy surface determines the ground state configu-

ration of any condensed matter system

• the crystalline structure of a periodic system

• the geometric ground state structure of a molecule or cluster

• the native state of a protein

Calculating the potential energy surface

• Quantum mechanical calculations (Density functional theory)

• Force fields



Properties of the potential energy surface

The potential energy surface has

• local minima: Metastable configurations for which the forces acting on the atoms

vanish: F = −∇E = 0. The Hessian matrix is positive definite, i.e any small dis-

placement away from the local minimum will rise the energy. At zero temperature

the atomic positions are exactly the ones given by the local minimum, at finite tem-

perature below the melting point the atoms oszillate around these positions.

• saddle points: Points where the gradient also vanishes but where the Hessian ma-

trix is not positive definite. therefore there are diretions along which the energy

decreases as one moves away from the saddle point. Saddle points connect lo-

cal minima and are called transition states in chemistry. Their height and shape

determines the speed of a chemical reaction where the system goes from a local

minimum A (educt) into a local minimum B (product).

• Only a small fraction of the potential energy surface is accesible at ordinary thermal

energies.
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Difficulty

The number of local minima increases exponentially with system size

First example: alkane family, CnH2n+2: O(3n) local minima

0 2 p

E



Second example: bulk silicon: O(3n) local minima

Wooten-Winer-Weaire process:



Low energy crystalline structures of silicon

Many crystalline structures exist within a small energy interval



Applications of silicon allotropes for photovoltaics

Absorption spectra:
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Worst case: featureless potential energy surface

No random or systematic search algorithm will succeed in finding the ground state for an

arbitrary energy landscape with an astronomically large number of local minima.
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Best case: Funnel landscape

The potential energy landscape usually has some exploitable structure. Configurations

similar to the ground state are also low in energy. The landscape therefore has a funnel

like structure:
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Visualizing higher-dimensional funnels

S. Chan and K. Dill, Proteins: Structure, Function, and Genetics, 30, 2 (1998)



Realistic case: Several funnel like structures

• ’Wrong’ funnels: Do not contain the global minimum

• Global minimum funnel
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Steepest descent for local minimizations
The steepest descent method finds the local minimum that is closest to the starting point

of the iteration. More preciseley. If the starting point of the steepest descent iteration is in

the catchment basin of the local minimum the steepest descent iteration will converge to

this local minimum. The idea of the steepest descent iteration is very simplistic. Go in the

direction where the function decreases most rapidly, which is the negative of the gradient:

~xl+1 =~xl −α~g(~xl) (1)

where ~g(~x) = ∇ f (~x) is the gradient of the function f . In this way we move from the

present iteration point~xl to the next~xl+1. It will converge to a minimum if the step size α
is sufficiently small.
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Methods that converge faster to a local minimum than the steepest descent method such as

the conjugate gradient method are well established. Like the steepest descent method they

are however all local optimization methods which will not find the global minimum but

just the closest local minimum. In the following we will start to discuss global minimiza-

tion (optimization) methods. It has however to be pointed out that all global minimization

methods are using local optimizations. Because actually a very large number of local

minizations have to be done in the context of a global optimization it is very important to

use the most efficient local optimization methods.



Genetic algorithms

Genetic or evolutionary algorithms try to mimic the Darwinistic evolution to solve global

optimization problems. The principle is the survival of the ’fittest’ and genetic algorithms

are for instance using steps that are called mutations and crossovers. The basic quantity is

a population of individuals that are represented by their genes. Numerically these genes

are binary strings. A mutation consists of a random change of a gene, i.e. of a flip of one

or several of the bits in a gene. It is thus similar to a trial step move in a Monte Carlo

method. What is really new compared to Monte Carlo methods is the concept of gene

crossovers. Given two genes of two individuals a crossover point is first determined at

random and then the genes are combined as shown below to obtain a child.

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 ’mother gene’

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 ’father gene’

——– ————-

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 ’child gene’

Gene crossing makes only sense if neighboring genes determine common functionalities.

This can be easily seen by going back to biology. If for instance in the example above, the

first 4 genes encode the functionality of ear and the last 6 the functionality of the eye, then

the child has a certain chance having both good ears and a good eyes assuming that the

mother had good ears and the father good eyes. If however the first 5 genes determine the

ear and the last five the eye then the above crossover after the fourth bit will very likely

result in both ears and eyes that do not work very well.



After performing the operations of mutation and crossovers on a population comes the

final survival step. The fitness of each individual i in a population that may consist of

parents and children generated by both mutations and crossovers is measured by its fitness

fi which would be in a physical problem for instance the negative of the energy of a

configuration. The average fitness of our population < f > of N individuals is given by

< f >=
1

N

N

∑
i=1

fi

The survival rate of an individual is then proportional to fi/ < f >.

Repeating the processes of mutation/crossover and survival gives fitter and fitter popula-

tions and the hope is that finally a population might contain a ’perfect’ individual, which

in the mathematical language would be the global maximum/minimum.

Applying standard genetic algorithms to structural optimization is problematic for several

reasons. First, it is unnatural to represent atomic positions by short binary strings. A

continuous problem is in this way mapped onto a discrete problem. Second it is not quite

clear how to do the crossover in an efficient way. In order to optimize the structure of

clusters, people devised a crossover process that is not based on binary strings but simply

combines the parts of two clusters as shown below.



Genetic algorithms based on this geometric crossover mechanism work well for clusters

that have icosahedral ground states but are not applicable for finding more complicated

ground state structures.



For periodic structures it seems to be much easier to come up with efficient crossover and

mutation moves and evolutionary algorithms work very well and have already allowed to

discover many interesting new materials.



Simulated annealing

Simulated annealing is a classical method to find the global minimum of a high-dimensional

function. Even though it is also widely applied outside physics and chemistry we will

only consider its application to the structure determination problem. The simplest im-

plementation of simulated annealing is based on molecular dynamics. This has the ad-

vantage that one does not have to come up with a prescription for the trial moves as is

necessary in Monte Carlo methods. The system is propagated using Newton’s equations

of motion. Ergodicity ensures that the thermodynamic Boltzmann distribution is finally

reached. Molecular dynamics based simulated annealing is thus imitating what is happen-

ing in nature during a crystallization process. While the system is slowly cooling down

the atoms move according to Newton’s law and find finally the global minimum, which

is the perfect crystal structure. One is thus only left with setting up a prescription for the

cooling rate. The simplest cooling recipe is just to impose an exponential decrease of the

temperature. A template program implementing this simplest simulated annealing method

is shown below. Some values (4.d0, .9999d0 etc) are just examples and other values may

be more appropriate in other contexts. It has to be stressed that there is no guarantee that

the global minimum will be obtained at the end of the run. It is always a matter of chance

and changing some parameters or the initial atomic positions may well lead to different

results.



read initial atomic positions and calculate initial forces

ref_kin=4.d0

1000 continue

ref_kin=ref_kin*.99999

if (ref_kin.le.1.d-3) goto 2000

DO A MD STEP AND CALCULATE THE KINETIC ENERGY act_kin

if (act_kin.gt.ref_kin) then

reduce velocities by a factor of .99d0

else

increase velocities by a factor of 1.01d0

endif

goto 1000

2000 continue

write final atomic positions



Monte Carlo Methods

Monte Carlo methods are widely used to generate certain distributions and in particular

the Boltzmann distribution of thermodynamics:

initial configuration X

<A> = 0

do istep=1,Nstep

Generate a random displacement vector R

Make a trial move: X’ = X+R

Metropolis step: Accept move: X = X’

Reject move

Update any expectation value: <A> = <A> + A(X)

enddo

<A> = <A>/Nstep

The rule for the Metropolis acceptance/rejection step is: The move is always accepted if

the energy goes down, i.e. if E(X ′) ≤ E(X). If the energy goes up the new configuration

X ′ is accepted with the probability exp(−β(E(X ′)−E(X))), where β = 1
kBT

.



After a sufficient number of steps the configurations X are Boltzmann distributed, i.e. the

probability of finding a configuration X is proportional to exp(−βE(X)). The expectation

value < A > is therefore the correct thermal expectation value

< A >=
∑i A(Xi)exp(−βE(Xi))

∑i exp(−βE(Xi))

More sophisticated moves can be used instead of the random displacements listed above.



The thermodynamic approach to the global minimum

search

• Basic idea:

A Monte Carlo algorithm is used to generate a thermodynamic Boltzmann distri-

bution. At sufficiently low temperature the ground state configuration will be the

dominant configuration.

• Problem:

Thermodynamics does not tell us how fast the thermodynamic equilibrium distribu-

tion is obtained

– Monte Carlo works fine for funnel like landscapes

– Monte Carlo is not efficient if the landscape consists of several funnels: system

remains trapped in a ’wrong’ funnel



Trapping in Monte Carlo

Because of the Boltzmann factor exp(−β(Enew −Ecurrent)) all moves that try to escape

from a basin or (wrong) funnel are rejected at low temperatures

Original pot. energy surface

Basin hopping pot. energy surface



Minima hopping algorithm

Stefan Goedecker, J. Chem. Phys. 120 9911 (2004)

• By construction of the algorithm, trapping is excluded. Hence the algorithm does

not explore again and again known configurational regions but explores new regions

instead.

• It exploits the Bell-Evans-Polyani principle, i.e. it moves from one minimum to the

next by crossing low barriers.



Significance of the Bell-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) principle for

global optimization

BEP in chemistry: highly exothermic chemical reactions have a low activation energy

BEP in global optimization: Low barrier escape paths lead on the average into lower local

minima than high barrier escape paths.
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Numerical verification of the BEP relationship for a LJ

cluster
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Application of minima hopping to the formation of C60

Global minimum is found after visiting several 104 minima

Starting configuration can either be a graphite sheet or a chunk of diamond

Visualization at: http://www.unibas.ch/comphys/comphys/a.gif



Application of minima hopping to a 512 atom NaCl cluster

Global Minimum: 8 by 8 by 8 cube

wrong funnnel: 7 by 8 by 9 structure
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Application of minima hopping to Au clusters



’Every single atom counts’
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The global minimum structure of Au91 (5-fold), Au92 (s-fcc) and Au93 (t-fcc)



Application of minima hopping to protein folding



Do endohedrally doped silicon clusters exist

Fullerene like Si20 cages not stable



Do boron fullerenes exist



The ground state of carbon-boron heterofullerenes
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Low energy phases of methyl-ammonium lead iodide, a candidate material for photo-

voltaic applications



Low energy phases of Alanates (potential hydrogen storage material)

Ionic and polymeric phases
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Ionic phases of Alanates

Polymeric low energy phases of Alanates



What makes finding the global minimum difficult

• A large number of atoms, but there are also small difficult cases

• Rapidly varying potentials

• Frustrated systems (amorphous silicon)



Can theoretically predicted structures be synthesized?

For most theoretical structures no synthesis method is known

• Is there no synthesis method?

• Or has it just not been found?

C60 fullerene:

• Theoretical prediction: E. Osawa 1970

• Experimental discovery: Kroto and Smalley 1985 (Nobelpreis 1996)

• Synthesis: Kraetschmer and Huffman 1990



Iron Nickel Tetrataenite:

Found on meteorites, but no synthesis method known



Conclusions

• The potential energy surfaces of condensed matter systems have in

most cases features that help in finding the global minimum. It is

not necessary to search over an exponentially large number of local

minima to find the global minimum.

• Basic chemical concepts do not allow to predict the structure of clus-

ters and other nano structures.

• Different structures made out of identical types of atoms can lead to

materials with totally different properties

• Simulation will help to find a much larger number of useful materials

than is known at present

• Hope that materials can be found that solve some of the great chal-

lenges of mankind such as sustainable energy production and storage


